
 
 

Mr. Breakstone’s Friday Post 
February 10, 2017 

 

Classroom Snapshot 

     
Tetrominos! We faced a challenging math puzzle this week, ask your child all about 

“Tetrominos!” 
 

CARES Update: 
Song of the Week: “Feelin’ Good” by Nina Simone 

CARES Tool: Empathy (To understand, and act upon, each other’s emotions.) 
Signal Word: tolerance 

 

Important Dates: 
● February 20 - 24: Mid-Winter Break (no school!) 

 
Homework: Due FRIDAY 2/17 

❏ Home Connection: Moral Dilemma 

❏ Reading Log 

❏ Handwriting Practice 

❏ Math Pages 
 

Teach your parents math! 
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Class Work & Projects 

History: Timecast 
This week we finished our interviews with Captain 
Matthew Turner. Our little historians wrote interviews 
with questions about character, setting, and 
changes to the Bay Area. We worked on writing in 
Captain Matthew Turner’s voice. Next, students will 
be choosing voices from an era in Sausalito and 
Marin City history to bring back from the past! 

 
Sofia helps her history group! 

 

 
Sasha and Noah find the area! 

Math: Tiny Town 
What are all the ways you can measure a room? This 
week we worked on measuring perimeter and 
defining area. Students drew their own dream 
houses, and then calculated each other’s perimeter. 
Then, we used one-inch blocks to build tetominos 
and fill the area of a rectangle. 

 

Writing: Teaching Texts 
Students finished their teaching texts this week, 
making sure to add an introduction, a conclusion, and 
a spiffy cover. Then we celebrated our publications by 
going to a wonderful site of learning, the Exploratorium! 
There, students saw how an entire museum could be 
built around the purpose of teaching others! 

 
Jojo uses a resource to help her 

write! 
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One possible topic will be Mt. St. 

Helens National Volcanic 
Monument! 

Language Arts: What’s the Big Idea? 
Now that we’ve finished reading our nonfiction books, 
students are reading and reporting on interviews with 
experts in their fields! The interview subjects include 
an astronomer, paleontologists, a travel writer, and 
Barrington Irving, the first African American pilot to fly 
around the world! 

 
Other Announcements 

 
Stormy Weather 
 
Thank you for your flexibility and 
perseverance through all the stormy 
weather we’ve been having! 

 
“The storm has changed our community by 

causing a blackout.” 

 
 

 

 
  

 


